Agenda for Meeting

- OWASP Intro (brief)
- Chapter History (very brief)
- Chapter Needs
- Peer speaker?
- CTF?

Next Meeting:
- When: Thursday, July 10, 2014; 6 PM ~ 8 PM
- Where: Wilmington University - New Castle Campus; Room TBD
OWASP Intro

• OWASP is an open community dedicated to enabling organizations to conceive, develop, acquire, operate, and maintain applications that can be trusted.
• All of the OWASP tools, documents, forums, and chapters are free and open to anyone interested in improving application security.
• The OWASP Foundation is a not-for-profit entity that ensures the project's long-term success.
• www.owasp.org
OWASP Delaware Chapter

Home Page: https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Delaware

Contact Info: david.rhoades@owasp.org

[ ] Action Item: join the mailing list; very low volume
OWASP Delaware Chapter Needs

• **Meet Up page**
  - More tech people will see it vs. just OWASP sources

• **Speakers**
  - Several short, useful talks vs. one longer presentation

• **Food sponsors**
  - Literature table in exchange for food or meeting space
  - No sales pitch presentations

• **Meeting spaces**
  - Best to have more than one venue for planning purposes

• **Chapter Board?**
  - Many hands make light work

• **Special Projects?**
  - Something the DE chapter can contribute to the community.
Today's Speaker

Pradeep Chhabra - CISSP, CISM, CISA, CRISC
Threat Modeling Lead | ITRSM-Information Security Services | Chase

Approx. title:
"How to build a robust Application Security Model for free".
Capture the Flag (CTF)

CTF Objectives:
- Have fun
- Don't trash the target since there is only one for all players
- Flag: create a homepage (index.php or index.htm) on TCP port 80
- Suggestion: Focus on command injection; finding a default password and simply using that account is not the goal.

Prize:
- Fame & glory

DISCLAIMER: Fame & glory not included.
Special Thanks

• The speakers
• Wilmington University for providing the space
  • [www.WilmU.edu](http://www.WilmU.edu)
  • You should, like, totally go here. 😊